
Innovative and modern rehab pushchair.

BINGOEvolution

Designed and hand built in Germany.



  

Pictured configuration:
 
Mobility base swivelling front wheels with polyurethane wheels (flat-free) on black rims. Seat unit 
with upholstery in „red/iron grey“ including laser cut side covers matching the upholstery colour. 
Headrest pads (low version). Hip supports and thigh supports. Frame suspension system, 
spring set matching the upholstery colour. Foot plate in boat form.
Soft accessory bag. Frame colour: „black-dull-matt“.

BINGOEvolution

BINGO Evolution - A good product is constantly improving.



Cool design.   laser cut side covers.

Compact. Light. Sporty.HOGGI laser cut side covers.

Modern, compact and sporty design.

BINGO Evolution - an impressive design with modern, sporty and compact appearance.
Select your favourite combination from five upholstery colours and two frame colours and 
create your own BINGO Evolution.

BINGOEvolution

Innovative and modern rehab pushchair.
Rehab pushchairs are an essential part in children-centred care.
With individual solutions and modern designs  is setting standards since 2005.

HOGGI philosophy. Passion and continuous product optimising.
The result of our own ambition of a continuous further development and 
product optimising has a name: BINGO Evolution.

A good product is constantly improving.
Profit by our longtime experience and our passion.



BINGOEvolution

Tilt in space. Recline.

High seat comfort thanks to tilt in space and recline.

Central positioned. Easily operated.

Operating elements of tilt in space and recline are positioned centrally on the backrest and offer
an easy and safe „handling“.

Multifunctional seat unit. Adjustment possibilities.

45° tilt in space.
The new construction enables a quick and easy tilt in space of the seat unit up to 45° in 4° steps.

Recline.
The recline is also easily and quickly variable in 7,5° steps.



Seat unit in driving direction. Release button. Seat unit against driving direction.

Frame suspension system. Spring sets in different intensities.

Rotation of seat unit. Frame suspension system.

BINGOEvolution

Quick rotation of the seat unit. Without tools.
According to the individual need of the child, eye contact can be kept or the seat unit is oriented 
in driving direction. The weather situation can also necessitate a quick rotation of the seat unit.

You can still profit of the function of tilt in space and recline even if the seat unit is inserted 
opposite to the driving direction.

Frame suspension system.
The frame suspension system which is four times variabel in a comfortable way absorbs shocks from
the ground and reduces the risc of spasms. We offer two suspension systems in two intensities.



BINGOEvolution

Innovative folding mechanism. Extreme compact folding size.

Variations of foot plate.

Height adjustable push bar.

Wheel lock.

Compact folding size.

Comfortable release of folding mechanism on push bar.
The release buttons for the innovative folding mechanism are positioned on the push bar,
comfortable to reach and easy to release. The seat unit folds as well.

Extreme compact folding size.
For transportation or car ride only minimal manipulations are necessary to fold and lock
your BINGO Evolution. The buildup is just as easy.



BINGOEvolution

Supports. Upholstery. Side covers.

Headrest pads. Trunk supports. Thigh supports.
The headrest pads (low version), the trunk supports as well as the thigh supports ensure a sporty
and filigree optic. HOGGI offers a wide range of supports for perfect patient-centred care. All 
supports are variable in width, depth and angle. Please feel free to ask us!

IUS. Individual upholstery system. Different upholstery colours.
Customisable upholstery including HOGGI laser cut side covers matching the upholstery colour.
Select your favorite colour from five different upholstery colours.

IUS. Individual upholstery system.

1. Back cushion
2. Cover for trunk supports
3. Seat cushion
4. Side covers
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BINGOEvolution

Multiple adjustment possibilities. Huge growth capacity.

Central operating elements.

1. Release for tilt in space
2. Release for recline
3. Backrest height adjustment

32

1

Growth capacity.
BINGO Evolution has a high growth capacity in back height, seat depht, seat width and
lower leg lenght.

Individual adjustability.
The multifunctional seat unit offers individual adjustment possibilities for your child thanks 
to a wide range of supports.



BINGOMobility base

BINGO Mobility base is specially designed for the use of seat shells:

- Compact folding size
- Tilt in space 45°
- Quickly change the seat from front to rear facing

BINGO Mobility frame. Adjustment range tilt in space. Adjustment range recline.

Seat frame & back base.

Detailed information at: www.hoggi.de/en/products/mobility-basesi



 

BINGOEvolution

Detailed information at: www.hoggi.de/en/products/mobility-basesi

Indoor bases COBRA and BASIC.

COBRA has been specially designed as an indoor base for the BINGO Evolution seat unit with 45° tilt
in space and continuously height adjustment by gas pressure springs for various indoor applications:
• as indoor base for the BINGO Evolution seat unit
• as mobility base for orthopedic seating systems and seat shells

BASIC is a classic indoor base for the BINGO Evolution seat unit.

COBRA. With seat frame & back base.

With seat frame & back base.Height adjustable range.

COBRA, lowest position.

BASIC.



Safty aspect: Successfully crashtested.

BINGO Evolution is crashtested successfully according to ISO 7176-19.
BINGO Evolution is admitted for use as a seat in a motor vehicle.

Specifications Size 1 Size 2 Size 2 XL
 

Seat width 18 - 30 cm 23 - 35 cm 23 - 35 cm
Seat depth 16 - 34 cm 22 - 40 cm 30 - 45 cm
Tilt in space seat unit
In driving direction
Opposite to the driving direction

45°
45°

45°
45°

45°
-

Back height 45 - 63 cm 54 - 75 cm 62 - 83 cm
Recline seat unit
Recline seat unit
Recline seat unit

90° - 160°
90° - 160°

90° - 160°
90° - 160°

90° - 135°
-

Lower leg length 16 - 37 cm 16 - 40 cm 16 - 40 cm
Height of push bar 75 - 110 cm 75 - 110 cm 86 - 118 cm
Overall width 63 cm 68 cm 68 cm
Folding size (L x W x H) 78 x 62 x 38 cm 78 x 67 x 38 cm 78 x 67 x 38 cm
Weight limit
Seat unit
Mobility base

50 kg
60 kg

50 kg
60 kg

50 kg
60 kg

BINGOEvolution



 

HOGGI
Partnering together to mobilise kids. 

HOGGI GmbH
Eulerstraße 27
D-56235 Ransbach-Baumbach

Fon: (+49) 2623 / 92 499-0
Fax: (+49) 2623 / 92 499-99

info@hoggi.de

www.hoggi.de
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BINGOEvolution


